NetGain Scores
22% Conversion Rate
with Tactile Marketing
SUMMARY
NetGain Technologies used tangible marketing to land meetings with the hardest-to-reach decision
makers. They did it with Tactile Marketing Automation® (TMA®) by PFL. Here’s how NetGain blew away
their expectations and earned a 22% conversion with orchestrated tangible and digital channels.

THE CHALLENGE

THE SOLUTION

NetGain Technologies is a leader in the IT space,
oﬀering innovative managed IT solutions. Their story
starts with a familiar challenge: strained resources and
seemingly impossible goals. Megan Reed, Director
of Digital Marketing, needed to connect with
hard-to-reach bank executives. Her biggest hurdle?
She was pressed for resources with a small team.

Reed landed on tangible marketing as a solution
to warm up prospects. A package that lands on a
desk, not in a junk mail folder, gets attention and
starts a conversation. But Reed wasn’t going to
send something boring, she was intent on sending
something coveted. NetGain is at home in the
rolling hills of Kentucky and Reed used that to
her advantage: bourbon and horse-racing themed
packages turn heads and get attention.

Reed used an ABM approach: cold calling contacts
at target accounts with emails following the calls.
She understood her accounts but wasn’t getting
traction with them. Reed needed to warm up
prospects before cold calls ring through and
with her small team, she needed a fully
automated solution.
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How’s a small team going to package, ship and fulﬁll
these packages? What about sourcing all of that
stuﬀ ? There was no way Reed could manage that
on her own so she turned to PFL and our Tactile
Marketing Automation (TMA) solution.
TMA lives right inside of Marketo (NetGain’s
marketing automation platform) and makes sending
tangible assets as easy as sending an email. As leads
pass through the Marketo workﬂow, they trigger a
Kentucky-themed package. It’s a smart solution that
lets a marketer control when a package is triggered.
Reed precisely targeted the hottest accounts: you
don’t waste Woodford Reserve on just anyone!
NetGain’s sales reps took control now, pushing leads
in Salesforce to diﬀerent segments within Marketo.
Segments that trigger direct mail also beneﬁt from
TMA’s integration with delivery partners, so when a
package arrives on the prospect’s desk, a Salesforce
notiﬁcation is automatically created. This alerts the
sales rep and lets them follow up with the package
in real time.
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Combining PFL with Marketo
ﬁlled the resource gap for us,
letting us use dimensional mail
without the headache of stuﬃng
boxes, mailing them and worrying
about fulﬁllment and delivery,
while bringing digital innovation
to the channel, allowing our sales
team to follow up at the
right time. — Megan Reed
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THE RESULTS
NetGain saw a 22% conversion rate from lead
to meeting. They brought hard-to-reach prospects

Benefits of Tactile
Marketing Automation

to the table, and did it all to scale despite a small
team. Tactile Marketing Automation made it
possible for NetGain to engage smarter and close
faster, all from their marketing automation platform.

Create fully orchestrated tactile
marketing that works with
digital channels.
Send dimensional mail with a
variety of triggers from lead
score to behavioral data.
Get notifications when the
package is sent, so sales teams
can follow up in real time.
PFL sources, inventories, kits
and fulfills each order.

ABOUT NETGAIN TECHNOLOGIES
NetGain Technologies developed into one of the world’s top managed IT services providers by creating solutions for business problems.
An industry-leading, secure network operations center staﬀed by more than 85 technicians and engineers—with more than 250 combined
technical certiﬁcations—forms the core of Technology OneSource, the company’s award-winning managed IT services package for small
and midsize businesses.

ABOUT PFL
PFL is a marketing technology company that provides sales enablement and marketing automation solutions, as well as printing, mailing,
and fulﬁllment services. SwagIQ® helps you break through the clutter and engage your audience with real stuﬀ. Use SwagIQ to send
branded items, client or prospecting gifts, marketing collateral and more right from Salesforce.
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